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Marquee is a Xoops module wich enable you to have blocks containing information on the form
of scrolling text.
Texts can scroll from right to left and from top to bottom.
This new version, whose code was completly rewrited, brings many new features.

New features
- The code was completly rewrited
- Possibility to display dynamic content from other Xoops modules
- Possibility to display rich text (with the help of the kiovi editor)
- Possibility to choose between the marque html tag (from Microsoft) and a display produced by
javascript
- On the fly blocks so that you can use as many blocks as you want
- Fully comptatible with Mysql 5

Download
You can find the module here in french, english, german, spanish and tchinese

Installation
- If you are installing the module without using a previous version, install it as any other Xoops
module
- If you were using a previous version, upload all the files to your site (and overwrite the existing
files)
then update the module from the Xoops modules manager.
Warning, the database fields were renamed, you must go in the module's administration as
least one time
to update the database fields.

Forum
Use this forum to discuss and report bugs about the module

Beta version
Even if the module is in beta version, I think it is relatively stable
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http://www.herve-thouzard.com/modules/mydownloads/singlefile.php?cid=6&lid=103
http://www.herve-thouzard.com/modules/newbbex/viewforum.php?forum=23
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Happy Xoopsing,
Hervé
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